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Abstract: The combination of two opposing objective lenses in 4Pi fluorescence microscopy 
significantly improves the axial resolution and increases the collection efficiency. Combining 
4Pi microscopy with other super-resolution techniques has resulted in the highest three-
dimensional (3D) resolution in fluorescence microscopy to date. It has previously been shown 
that the performance of 4Pi microscopy is significantly affected by aberrations. However, a 
comprehensive description of 4Pi microscope aberrations has been missing. In this paper, we 
introduce an approach to describe aberrations in a 4Pi cavity through a new functional 
representation. We discuss the focusing properties of 4Pi systems affected by aberrations and 
discuss the implications for adaptive optics schemes for 4Pi microscopes based on this new 
insight. 
© 2017 Optical Society of America 
OCIS codes: (180.6900) Three-dimensional microscopy; (220.1010) Aberrations (global); (220.1080) Active or 
adaptive optics. 
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1. Introduction 
The resolution of fluorescence microscopy is largely determined by the extent of the point-
spread function (PSF). In single-objective imaging systems, the PSF is typically characterized 
by its prolate spheroidal shape: the axial (z) resolution of a microscope is always worse than 
the lateral (xy) resolution. This fundamental limit has made isotropic imaging of 3D structures 
difficult. To compress the PSF axially, 4Pi microscopy and related techniques such as I5M 
were developed [1–4]. In 4Pi microscopy, the laser beam in a confocal laser scanning 
microscope is divided into two arms (the ‘upper’ and ‘lower’ arms) that are focused by two 
opposing objectives into a common spot, creating an interferometric cavity. This additional 
interference around the focal region significantly sharpens the PSF along the optical axis, 
improving the axial resolution 3 to 7-fold [5]. In conjunction with super-resolution imaging 
methods, such as stimulated emission depletion nanoscopy (STED-4Pi or isoSTED) [6,7], 
single-molecule switching nanoscopy (4Pi-SMS or iPALM) [8–10], or reversible saturable 
optical fluorescence transition nanoscopy (4Pi-RESOLFT) [11], 4Pi microscopes have been 
the most efficient way to improve the axial resolution, and are able to reach 10 to 40 nm 
resolution in all three dimensions, providing multi-color, 3D, whole-cell images for biological 
applications. 
As with all microscopes, aberrations introduced by the optical system or the specimen 
affect the focusing properties of a 4Pi microscope. In most cases, this leads to decreased 
imaging performance. Introducing specific aberrations can, however, also improve some 
desirable properties of the PSF [12]. Importantly, 4Pi microscopes react to aberrations quite 
differently from single-objective systems. Having the tools to describe 4Pi aberrations and 
understand how they affect the shape of the focal intensity, and hence the PSF, is therefore a 
prerequisite to fully optimize 4Pi microscope PSFs and to comprehend, and possibly 
counteract, the influence of specimens with heterogeneous refractive index. 
In this paper, we provide a strategy for understanding aberration effects in 4Pi 
microscopy. We introduce a set of basis functions based on Zernike polynomials [13, 14] that 
express practically relevant physical phenomena such as interference fringe shifts, focal 
displacements, and distortions such as astigmatism, coma and spherical aberrations. Using 
this new basis, we examine their effects on the 4Pi focal intensity in a polarization-
independent and dependent manner. This provides insight into the control of adaptive optical 
systems for aberration correction in 4Pi microscopes. 
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2. Aberration model for 4Pi microscopy 
A 4Pi microscope can naively be considered as two separate microscopes: an upper and a 
lower microscope, configured to operate in conjunction with each other. This approach 
neglects, however, that the beams traveling the upper and lower beam paths of the 4Pi 
microscope interfere in the common focus. For example, in single-objective imaging systems, 
piston, the first Zernike polynomial, is usually irrelevant, since it does not cause deformations 
of the wavefront and therefore does not impact the measured PSF (Fig. 1(a)). However, in 4Pi 
microscopes, different piston combinations are associated with the phase shift of the 
interfering counter-propagating waves of the 4Pi-cavity and lead to significantly different 
focal intensities. (Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)). 
 
Fig. 1. Focal intensities with piston modes in (a) a single-objective microscope and (b~c) a 4Pi 
microscope. For the 4Pi microscope, the interference fringes are shifted along the optical axis 
when different pistons are applied to the two arms (upper and lower) in the 4Pi-cavity. Results 
in (b) and (c) are calculated for a mode coefficient value of 1 rad (~0.16 λ) rms. 
A better approach is to consider the whole 4Pi microscope as a single optical system with 
an extended pupil consisting of two non-contiguous circular pupils representing the two 
objectives [15]. To describe aberrations in such a system, we need a set of orthogonal basis 
functions that is complete, i.e. capable of describing arbitrary (sufficiently smooth) 
aberrations. Individual basis functions should ideally represent practically relevant 
phenomena, such as focal shifts or typical aberration modes that commonly arise in 
microscopes. As an analogy, in single-objective systems, the Zernike polynomials are 
convenient as the lower order modes tip, tilt and defocus correspond to focal shifts in three 
dimensions, whereas higher order modes relate to coma, astigmatism, spherical aberration and 
so on. 
To carry out this analysis, we need to define the relationship between coordinates for the 
upper and lower pupils, uP  and lP . These pupils are conceived in the well-established 
manner of mapping the spherical cap-shaped input pupil of the objective onto the circular 
output pupil by means of the sine condition. We introduce a new coordinate system composed 
of two independent sets of Cartesian coordinates, ( ), ,u u ux y z  and ( ), ,l l lx y z , corresponding 
to the upper and lower beam paths, respectively (Fig. 2). The relative orientation of the unit 
vectors is defined by the optical imaging properties through the objective pair, which mirrors 
the coordinate system along the x and y axes, but not the z axis. This arrangement helps 
maintain an optically conjugated relationship between the pupils, while the orientation of the 
z unit vector in both coordinate systems represents the propagation direction of a beam 
approaching the objective pair from the upper beam path. The relationship between these two 
coordinate systems is expressed as: 
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where x , 
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y , and z  are unit vectors along the corresponding axes. As a result, an aberration 
mode describing a positive phase delay in the lower pupil for a beam coming in from the 
lower beam path has opposite sign to a beam coming in from the upper beam path in the 
upper pupil. Furthermore, a ray entering the upper pupil at position ( ),ζ η  will exit the lower 
pupil at ( ), .ζ η  As we will show below, an advantage of this arrangement is that when the 
incident beams are unpolarized, the shape of the focal intensity induced by aberrations in the 
upper pupil would be identical to that of focal intensity from the lower pupil when the same 
aberration function is applied. 
 
Fig. 2. The coordinate system for the 4Pi aberration modes. 
Based on the coordinate system defined above, we take two identical sets of Zernike 
polynomials ( ){ }iZ r  defined in the upper and lower pupils, uP  and lP , respectively. Without 
loss of generality, we assume normalized coordinates such that both pupils are unit circles. 
We follow Noll’s definition of Zernike polynomials with i being the Noll index [16], where i 
is a single index used as a convenient alternative to the common radial and azimuthal indices. 
Based on these two sets, we form a new basis set of 4Pi modes ( ){ }siQ r : 
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where 1s = ±  represents whether the two pupils are in phase or anti-phase. ( ){ }1iQ+ r  
corresponds to “covariant” modes, where the same single-objective focal intensity is created 
by each path when seen separately. ( ){ }1iQ− r  in contrast corresponds to “contra-variant” 
modes where the two objectives create opposite effects (anti-phase). Following this recipe ad 
infinitum provides a complete set of orthogonal 4Pi modes as proven below. 
We define the inner product of two 4Pi modes as: 
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where A represents the area of the combined pupil u lP P , which has value 2π . φ and l are 
respectively the azimuthal angle and radius of a point inside the pupil. The expression 
' 1
,i iZ Z  represents the usual inner product between Zernike polynomials. Since Zernike 
polynomials are orthogonal for circular pupils, the orthogonality of the 4Pi modes is 
confirmed by Eq. (3). 
Similarly, we prove that the new set of 4Pi modes is complete. Any sufficiently smooth 
real-valued phase function ( ) 2Φ ∈r   defined in the two pupils can be split into two phase 
functions defined in the upper and lower pupil, respectively. These phase functions in turn 
can be expressed as linear combinations of Zernike modes, which form a complete basis in 
each individual objective pupil: 
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We further define two sets of new basis functions as follow: 
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Substituting Eqs. (5) and (6) into Eq. (4), we can write: 
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where 
1 1
2 2i i i
c a b= +  and 1 1
2 2i i i
d a b= − . Hence, any phase function ( )Φ r  can be expressed 
as a linear combination of 4Pi modes ( ){ }siQ r  and is therefore complete. It is interesting to 
note that the approach we present here for forming any aberration in 4Pi microscopy based on 
the Zernike functions, is also valid for any other basis that is complete and orthogonal on a 
single pupil. 
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The first 24 4Pi aberration modes are shown in Fig. 3. Their distortion effects on the focal 
intensity are calculated using the vectorial theory described by Richards and Wolf [17,18]. 
We assume a 4Pi microscope with two identical objectives with a numerical aperture (NA) of 
1.35 focusing into a medium of refractive index 1.406 and unpolarized input beams of equal 
intensity and uniform intensity distributions. When the input beams are unpolarized, we can 
calculate the focal intensity as: 
 ( )1
2un x y
I I I= +  (8) 
where xI  and yI  are the focal intensities when the input beams are x and y-polarized, 
respectively. 
 
Fig. 3. 4Pi aberration modes. For each mode, the two pupil phase functions as well as 0|zxy =  
(blue dot) and 0|yxz =  (green dot) cross-sections through the resulting 4Pi-PSF are shown. All 
results are calculated for a mode coefficient value of 1 rad (~0.16 λ). All focal intensities are 
normalized to the maximum of the aberration-free focal intensity (equivalent to that shown for 
1
1Q
− ). 
3. Discussion 
Based on the above results, we can classify the new 4Pi modes in a manner similar to the 
arrangement of Zernike polynomials: 
• Piston mode (mode 11Q
− ) – This mode has no effect on the intensity distribution. It is 
generated by the contra-variant combination of Zernike piston in the upper and lower 
paths. 
• Fringe-shift mode (mode 11Q
+ ) – This mode is the covariant combination of piston in 
the upper and lower paths that shifts the interference fringes along the optical axis. 
• Displacement modes, which only translate the focus but do not change its shape, i.e. tip, 
tilt and defocus (modes 12Q
+ , 13Q
+  and 14Q
+ ) – The covariant combinations of the 
respective Zernike modes in the upper and lower paths. 
• Anti-displacement modes (modes 12Q
− , 13Q
− , and 14Q
− ) – The contra-variant 
combinations of tip, tilt and defocus Zernike modes. Phenomenologically, drift of 
one of the two objectives with respect to the other in the x, y or z-direction leads to 
the same focal intensity distortions. 
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Higher order modes can similarly be separated into covariant (e.g. 4Pi coma mode 17Q
+  
and 4Pi spherical aberration mode 111Q
+ ) and contra-variant modes (e.g. 4Pi anti-coma mode 
1
7Q
−  and 4Pi anti-spherical aberration mode 111Q
− ). The focal intensities corresponding to 
covariant 4Pi modes can be interpreted as being similar to the focal intensities for the 
respective Zernike modes in a single-objective system, but modulated by the standing wave 
pattern resulting from the geometrical arrangement of the two opposing objectives (Figs. 4(a) 
and 4(c)). 
 
Fig. 4. Comparison of covariant (a, c) and contra-variant (b, d) 4Pi aberration modes. (a) shows 
the upper and lower pupil functions of 4Pi coma mode ( 17Q
+ ) and its effect on the focal 
intensity distribution, while (b-d) are for anti-coma ( 17Q
− ), spherical aberration ( 111Q
+ ), and 
anti-spherical aberration modes ( 111Q
− ), respectively. Underneath each pupil phase function, 
the 0|zxy =  and 0|yxz =  cross-sections through the respective single-objective focal 
intensities are shown. To the right of the pupil phase functions, the respective cross-sections 
through the 4Pi-PSFs are displayed. Here all results are calculated for mode coefficient values 
of 1 rad (~0.16 λ) rms. Each shown focal intensity is normalized to its own peak intensity. 
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 Fig. 5. Influence of polarization on the focal intensity. (a) aberration-free focal intensities. (b) 
4Pi coma mode ( 17Q
+ ). (c) 4Pi anti-coma mode ( 17Q
− ). (d) 4Pi spherical aberration mode (
1
11Q
+ ). (e) 4Pi anti-spherical aberration mode ( 111Q
− ). In each figure, the 0|zxy =  (the 1st 
row), 0|yxz =  (the 2nd row), and 0|xyz =  (the 3rd row) cross-sections through the respective 
4Pi focal intensities are shown. For each column in the figures, from left to right, the input 
beams are unpolarized, x-linearly polarized, y-linearly polarized, clockwise circular polarized, 
and counter-clockwise circular polarized. 
In contrast, the focal intensities induced by contra-variant modes do not have analogs in 
single-objective systems (Figs. 4(b) and 4(d)). Interestingly, they show a remarkable degree 
of lateral and axial symmetry. This can be explained by the fact that the superimposed foci 
stemming from the upper and lower beam path have been distorted in opposite directions: if 
one beam path suffers a distortion of one orientation, the other path produces the same 
distortion on the opposite side. 
As most 4Pi microscopes are equipped with high-NA objectives, the effects of 
polarization are complex. For example, the high NA causes mixing of one polarization 
direction into the other two [19] which has visible impact on the symmetry of 4Pi focal 
intensities for some contra-variant 4Pi modes. In some 4Pi systems, polarization manipulation 
has even been applied as an effective strategy for PSF engineering [20]. For these reasons, we 
further investigated the combined effects of aberrations and polarizations. For different 
polarizations, a given aberration results in diverse distortion phenomena. We examined the 
effects of linear and circular polarizations and compared the results with those originating 
from unpolarized incident beams. In both cases (polarized and unpolarized incident beams), 
in an aberration-free 4Pi system, the focal intensity is symmetrically distributed with respect 
to the optical (z) axis (Fig. 5(a)). Specifically, when linearly polarized incident beams are 
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applied, the focal intensity is slightly stretched in the polarization direction (highlighted by a 
green rectangle in Fig. 5(a)). The lateral symmetry of focal intensities is preserved when 4Pi 
aberration modes originating from Zernike polynomials of even azimuthal order (e.g. 4Pi 
modes with indices 4 to 6 and 11 to 15), are added (Figs. 5(d) and 5(e)). In contrast, 4Pi 
aberration modes originating from Zernike polynomials of odd azimuthal order (e.g. 4Pi 
modes with indices 2, 3, and 7 to 10) break this lateral symmetry (Figs. 5(b) and 5(c)). Still 
taking coma as an example, for both polarized and unpolarized input beams, if y-coma 17Q
+  is 
introduced in a 4Pi microscope, the intensity in the focal (xy) plane is distorted (Fig. 5(b)), 
having a side-lobe in the y direction. This asymmetry is dominated by the lateral components 
( xE  and yE ), while 0 0z z= ≡E  (Figs. 6(a) and 6(b)). For the contra-variant coma mode (y-
anti-coma 17Q
− ), the focal intensity is less distorted (but is slightly stretched in the y direction) 
(Figs. 5(c), 6(c), and 6(d)), and the electrical fields of all three polarization components 
maintain symmetry in the xy and yz planes with respect to the optical axis. In the plane 
perpendicular to the stretching direction (xz plane), the symmetry is still preserved when the 
input beams are unpolarized or linearly polarized. However, the symmetry is broken when the 
input beams are circularly polarized (highlighted by a blue rectangle in Fig. 5(c)), mainly due 
to the strongly distorted zE  field (Fig. 6(c)). If the polarization handedness is changed (from 
clockwise to counter-clockwise), the distorted focus induced by the contra-variant mode is 
inverted about the optical axis (Fig. 6(d)). 
 
Fig. 6. Influence of circular polarization on the total focal intensity and the focal intensity of 
each polarization component (
2
xE , 
2
yE  and 
2
zE ) for covariant and contra-variant 4Pi 
modes of odd azimuthal order (at the example of coma and anti-coma modes). In (a) and (c), 
the incident beam has clockwise circular polarization, while (b) and (d) show counter-
clockwise circular polarization. (a) and (b) 4Pi coma mode. (c) and (d) 4Pi anti-coma mode. 
All figures are calculated for a mode coefficient value of 1 rad (~0.16 λ) rms. Each figure is 
normalized to its own peak intensity. 
To correct for aberrations in 4Pi microscopes, we can place phase modulators, such as 
deformable mirrors (DMs), into the upper and lower paths. To directly manipulate the 
complex pupil function, the DMs are conjugated to the back pupils of both objectives by 
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telescopes. These two DMs are conjugated with each other, and the introduced 4Pi modes 
allow us to control the phase as if there is only one adaptive element in a single control loop. 
This setup therefore is compatible with both sensorless and sensor-based adaptive optics (AO) 
methods [21]. In practice, a similar layout has already been integrated into a 4Pi-SMS 
nanoscope to add astigmatism and to expand the axial imaging range to the whole-cell level 
[10]. However, in Ref [10], the two DMs were still considered as separate devices. With the 
aberration model proposed here, we are able to manipulate the phase, and further the PSF, 
using a single set of coefficients. 
A further advantage of the modal representation we have introduced here concerns the 
different effects of the 4Pi modes in para-illumination configuration (as discussed already, 
where the sample is illuminated simultaneously from both sides) and transmission 
configurations (where illumination through one objective passes through the specimen and is 
collected by the second objective). Such a transmission configuration might be employed in 
an attempt to perform aberration measurement in an adaptive optical system. These 
measurements will be insensitive to all covariant modes, as defined here, even though focal 
distortion would occur. In effect, a system where such a mode is present would introduce an 
aberration in light passing to the focus that is then removed on the subsequent path from the 
focus to the second objective. In contrast, a contra-variant mode would lead to a measurement 
of the underlying Zernike mode, but with double the amplitude. Understanding these different 
effects are essential in predicting the operation of a trans-illuminated measurement scheme. 
4. Summary 
In conclusion, we have introduced an orthogonal and complete set of pupil phase functions 
that describes (monochromatic) aberrations in 4Pi microscopy in a holistic way rather than 
separated into two beam paths. This set is generated by the combinations of Zernike 
polynomials from the upper and lower paths in a 4Pi-cavity. Appropriate classification of 
these modes allows the representation of physical phenomena in particular modes, such as 
focal displacement or objective positioning error. Such a formulation will aid the 
simultaneous control of aberrations in two pupils by adaptive optics. By representing 
aberrations in this manner, the implementation of sensorless image-based AO schemes is 
made simpler, as one can consider the dual DMs as a single element with a single set of 
control modes. The new modes may also be useful in AO systems employing wavefront 
sensors. However, this would depend upon the exact configuration of the system, particularly 
with respect to the placement of the sensors and the choice of “guide star” (for example, 
whether it is a point source in the specimen, or a beam transmitted through the specimen). A 
full discussion of this is beyond the scope of this paper. However, it is important to note that 
these aberrations are not the only cause for PSF distortions in 4Pi microscopy. Other 
parameters, including polarization, chromatic aberrations, balance of intensities in the two 
arms and coherence of light, have additional influence and need to be carefully considered. 
Besides aberration compensation, 4Pi modes further allow the expansion of the 
applications of phase retrieval approaches [22, 23] to 4Pi microscopy which opens the door 
for more advanced PSF engineering, such as structured illumination for 3D super-resolution 
imaging, and multiple foci for parallel imaging. 
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